The paragraph should in fact read:
The studies examining event-based PM resulted in mixed findings, with three of the studies reporting significantly poorer event-based PM performance for participants with stroke compared to controls (Barr, 2011; Brooks et al., 2004; Man, Chan & Yip, 2014) , and the other three reporting no significant differences between the individuals with stroke and controls (Cheng, Tian, Hu, Wang, & Wang, 2010; Kant et al., 2014; Kim, Craik et al., 2009). In the same paragraph, another error has been noted:
Results seemed to be dependent on the type of measure used. Significant findings were found when utilising a VR paradigm (Brooks et al., 2004) , a naturalistic task (remembering to ask for a written explanation at the end; Brooks et al., 2004) , and the Cambridge Prospective Memory Task -Hong Kong Chinese Version (CAMPROMPT-HKCV; Man, Chan & Yip, 2014) . No significant differences were found when using another naturalistic task (remembering to ask for a belonging back; Brooks et al., 2004; Kant et al., 2014; Kim, Craik et al., 2009) , the Virtual Week (Kim, Craik et al., 2009) , the original version of the CAMPROMPT (Barr, 2011) or experimental/laboratory measures (Cheng et al., 2010; Kant et al., 2014) . Experimental measure: dual-task paradigm (EBPM and TBPM). Participants performed an ongoing task pen and paper task (Bourdon-Wiersma task: marking arrays of four dots among arrays of 3-5 dots) and were required to complete both EBPM (saying 'regel' -the Dutch word for line, when whenever the last configuration in a line contained 3 dots) and TBPM (insert a coin in a designated contained after each minute had passed).
EBPM: No significant differences between stroke and control (p= 0.075, d= -0.50). TBPM: Stroke significantly poorer than controls (p=0.002, d= -0.88). 
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